QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PATIENT

SECTION A

1- AGE

2- SEX       M       F

3- OCCUPATION

4- Are you wear of any previous metal injuries

5- Do you work with metal in your occupation?

6- Do you have any of flowing metal in your body?
   
   - Heart valve
   - Aneurysm clips
   - Dental implants
   - Catheter or tube
   - Eye implant

7- Are you pregnant
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TECHNOLIGIST

SECTION B

1- HOW many technologists in MRI department
2- Sex of technologist
3- How many hours did they work?

SAFETY

1- Number of entrance
2- Are all under control
3- Are patient checked for metal (foreign body)
4- Are emergency drug available for contrast reaction
5- Are patient asked for history of sensitivity to contrast media
6- Are technologist know the exact contrast dose
7- Are all staff of MRI hazard?
8- Service to deal with patient who has severed reaction to contrast
9- Are MRI department prepare and with standards which make it safety to staff and other
10- Are warning signs placed in entrance?
11- When there is helium gas leakage are the staff know how to deal with matter
12- Are female technologist flowing certain precaution when she regnant